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ABSTRACT

man vs. agent and agent vs. agent, we regard trust to
be a background for delegation purpose. Therefore trust
loop is not completely equal to delegation loop. We might
trust something(or someone) without granting delegation
under some prohibitive conditions so trust is normally necessary but not sufficient conditions for delegation [4]. In this
paper, we did not examine the trust issues before human
or agent are granting the authorization certificates to the
trustee agents. Instead, our trust and delegation studies are
aiming at the trust management mechanisms for services(or
resources) guardian agents based on the cumulative authorization certificates from services request agents. These cumulative authorization certificates might be issued directly
or indirectly from the services owner’s agents or from trusted
third party. Thus, the trust issues in our study are concerning about the verification of trustworthiness and validation
on agent-oriented Public Key Infrastructure(PKI) with its
issuing identity and authorization certificates.
Recently, there were some attempts in solving trust and
security for multi-agent systems with conventional security
techniques but we doubt their feasibility in the future multiagent framework design [15][28][29]. Because they did not
really solve the agent trust and delegation problem with
both authentication and authorization certificates in robust
logic manner as in [22][23]. We need a solid foundation
for agent trust and delegation via certificate theory. Existing X.509 PKI is based on a very limited trust model
making them inadequate for general multi-agent trust management [19]. Furthermore, X.509 PKI is not quite suitable
for agent’s authority delegation. We need distributed trust
management framework, such as SPKI/SDSI, that can be
explicitly applied to multi-agent’s delegation and authorization in trustworthy manner [6][26].
In this paper, we are going to show how to build up an
agent-oriented PKI from SPKI/SDSI and X.509 standards.
The SPKI/SDSI attribute-oriented authorization certificate
is a token for distributed trust management that can complement the name-oriented X.509 identity certificate. A variety
of delegation mechanisms for agents will be demonstrated
under this agent-oriented PKI. We also show how agents coordinate with each other to achieve these different delegation
mechanisms. Of course, the trust and delegation inference
logic will be executed by authenticated verifier agent to verify the correctness of the delegation.
The agent communication language(ACL) with its inner
content language for agent trust and delegation will follow
the FIPA standards to achieve the maximum interoperabil-

In this paper, we are going to show how to build up agentoriented Public Key Infrastructure(PKI) from SPKI/SDSI
and X.509 standards. A variety of delegation mechanisms
for agents will be demonstrated under this agent-oriented
PKI. The mechanisms include: chain-ruled, threshold, and
conditional. The lack of agent security management standards did not allow us to do the agent trust and delegation
in legalized manner so we proposed several new communicative acts to satisfy our agent delegation management. Finally, we briefly show how to implement these agent communication language and inner content language in XML and
XML/RDF.

1.

INTRODUCTION

The agent trust and security issues are very important in
the agent-mediated application services, such as e-business
[24][25]. If we can not resolve the agent trust and security
problems in agent-based research, then it is quite possible
that the agent technology can not be applied to the real
world applications in legalized manner. Some awareness on
agent liability and laws were presented for autonomous agent
design in the past autonomous agents conference [16]. They
claimed that agent is an end-user autonomous delegate, so
the wrong doing of agent might be sued to its end-user or
agent system designer. Agent system designer must deliver
an agent system that is verifiable so that the system itself will be robust enough to claim its responsibility. So
we still consider the most important unsolved problem in
agent research is how to build up an agent trust and security
framework from security technology perspectives such that
we can perform the agent delegation with authentication,
authorization, and evidence collections features to enforce
those agent liability issues.
There are voluminous of trust definitions, including objective trust, intersubjective trust, and subjective trust [12].
As the relationships between trust and delegation for hu-
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where:
IDh is human unique symbolic name.
P Uh is unique public key for human.
Options are optional parameters for human profiles, such as
email address, birth date, etc.
The purpose of human identity certificate Ih − Cert is
to provide the legal liability subject for his agents who are
violating the cyberspace laws. The binding of IDh with P Uh
in Ih − Cert allows another human use P Uh to verify the
agent identity certificate endorsed by IDh via his private
key P Rh . Furthermore, IDh might sign his own human
authorization certificate Ah − Cert via private key P Rh in
the delegation process.
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Figure 1: The agent-oriented PKI

2.1.2
ity [7]. Unfortunately, the obsolescence of agent security
management standards did not allow us to specify the ACL
with existing FIPA standard communicative act [8]. Thus
we propose some of the new communicative acts that satisfy
our agent operation within this agent-oriented PKI.
Finally, we briefly show how these ACL messages will be
encoded in XML and their associated inner content language
will be encoded in XML/RDF to realize some of trivial advantages proposed by most agent researchers [14].

2.

Agent Identity Certificate

The agent identity certificate Ia − Cert is defined as:
Ia − Cert = (IDh #IDa , P Ua , Options)
where:
IDh #IDa is the concatenation of human unique symbolic
name IDh with agent unique symbolic name IDa .
P Ua is unique public key for agent.
Options are optional parameters for agent profiles, such as
agent name, network address , and validity life cycle, etc.
In [5], the local name identity certificate for our agent can
be shown as (P Uh , IDa , P Ua , V ) and this agent identity certificate is signed by P Rh to endorse its legal status within
its validation period V . The agent identity semantic expression is quite close our notation. Each delegation agent can
use his private key P Ra to endorse the agent authorization
certificate Aa − Cert in the re-delegation process.

THE AGENT-ORIENTED PKI

A primary function of X.509-based PKI is to bind the
public key of an entity(human) to its symbolic name with his
associated profile attributes in order to achieve authenticity
and non-repudiation [11].
The name-oriented X.509 identity certificate provides the
entity authentication services via digital signature. As for
entity authorization, the services guardian based on operating system’s access control list can differentiate each authenticated entity access rights. Or, we might classify the X.509
identity certificates into several classes to provide different
level of authorization. In fact, the X.509 identity certificate does not be easily scaled up for authorization in fine
granularity.
We need an authorization certificate, which provides the
mechanism to express the agent’s authorization and the certificate can be processed in distributed trust manner. So we
choose the SPKI/SDSI certificates as our authorization token.
Our agent-oriented PKI must serve both the master(human)
and associated slave(agents)(see Figure 1). The global X.509
Certification Authority(CA) provides the identity certificate
services for human and local X.509 CAs provide agent’s certificate services. As for human/agent vs. agent/agent authorizations, we use SPKI/SDSI certificate to flexibly achieve
authorization objectives.

2.1

Human Identity Certificate

The human identity certificate Ih − Cert is defined as:
Ih − Cert = (IDh , P Uh , Options)

Local
CA

UserA agent 1agent 2

2.1.1

Human Identity
Certificate

2.1.3 Global CA vs. Local CA
The global X.509 CA is installed for human identity certificate operations, which including identity endorsement,
registration, query, and revocation, etc. The local X.509 CA
is installed in each agent system to provide similar certificate processing operations for agent identity certificate. The
public key in agent identity certificate provides the mechanisms for the other agents to verify this identity agent’s
signature and to encrypt the session key for further message
encryption in secret communication channel.

2.2

Authorization Certificate

The human and agent authorization certificate are Ah −
Cert and Aa − Cert. They are based on the SPKI/SDSI
certificate format.

2.2.1 Human Authorization Certificate
The human authorization certificate Ah − Cert is shown
as a 5-tuple structure:

Identity Certificate

Ah − Cert = (P Uh , P Ua , A, D, V )

In agent-oriented PKI, the identity certificate is based on
the X.509 format with classification as human identity certificate and agent identity certificate.

where:
P Uh is the human’s public key for granting authorization.
P Ua is the agent’s public key for receiving authorization.
2
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A is the authorization power for agent
D is the delegation bit with 0 or 1 value.
V is the validation period.
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The agent authorization certificate Aa − Cert from agent
a1 to agent a2 is similar to the human authorization certificate Ah − Cert. The only difference is that both the issuer
a1 and subject a2 for this certificate are agent’s public key
indicated in the Ia − Cert. Thus, the agent authorization
certificate can be shown as:

User Aagent1agent2

agent3

3
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4

Certicate Chain
Discovery Procedure
//public key agent4 unknown
Local
CA

agent4agent5

agent6

(1)User A ---> User B
(2) User B ---> Global CA
(3) Global CA ---> User B
(4)User B---> User A
//public key agent4 received

User B

Agent
Authorization
Certificate
Issuer: Public Key Agent 1
subject
: Public Key Agent 4
Delegate: TRUE
Authority
:*
Validity
: 2001/04/05~2001/04/07

Aa − Cert = (P Ua1 , P Ua2 , A, D, V )
When each agent authorization certificate was issued, this
certificate must be signed by issuer agent a1 private key to
ensure its legal status. In order to avoid leaking the issuer
agent’s private key to the foreign agent system, we insist
that the signing of agent authorization certificate must take
place in the issuer agent’s home system. This constraint
excludes the mobile agent category in our study. Even the
safe mobile agent signing in foreign host study was proposed
in [27], we still consider that the complexity of this results
prevent us to release this constraint in the near future.

3.
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Figure 2: Agent trust and delegation via certificates
a competence token. As long as the authority certificate is
issued from trustor agent x to trustee agent y, then the competence token is copied. The “disposition” belief is relative
to the willingness of the trustee agent y to finish the task.
We assume the trustor agent x will evaluate this disposition belief before initiating different type of agent delegation
mechanisms, such as chain-ruled, threshold, and conditional,
to the trustee agents. In the hierarchical agent organization
structure, the subordinate agents always accept the supervisor agent’s authority so the disposition belief issue does
not exist.
The agent must be able to fulfill the agent special software
characteristics, such as autonomous, pro-active, reactive,
and social etc [18]. In [20], similar concepts were applied
to the automated message processing in E-Commerce with
speech act theory. Agents communicate with each other
in speech-act based agent communication language(ACL)
with semantic associated with each performative. Besides,
each agent is able to parse the ACL content language and
use the internal inference mechanisms to change the agent
state(mental).
If your agent trust the other people’s agents, then your
agent might re-delegate your complete (or partial) authority to those agents under your permission. We do believe
that there must a robust mechanisms to model and execute
both human/agent and agent/agent delegation and consecutive re-delegation process. In such a way, the human/agent
and agent/agent trust problems can be solved simultaneously. We think that certification theory with associated
trust study results provide a solid foundation to solve both
human/agent and agent/agent trust and delegation problems.

AGENT TRUST AND DELEGATION VIA
CERTIFICATES

The reasons for people to trust their agents and delegate
their authority to these agents are: efficiency, convenience,
fault tolerance, and agent is more suitable than human to
work in the cyberspace. We regard agent trust and agent
delegation to be a primal and dual problem. Trustor human(or agent) might use his(or its) subjective trust criteria
with intersubjective and objective trust information to evaluate for trustee agent’s degree of trust when proceed the
authority delegation. People sometimes differentiate the
human social trust from the agent’s process trust. In our
viewpoint, we consider the human and agent trust domains
might cross over so that a unique model of trust might be
able to represent both human’s social trust and agent’s process trust [12].
In this study, we did not evaluate this trust vs. delegation
issue. Based on the degree of trust level, if you fully (partially) trust your agent subjectively, then we assume you
might delegate your complete (partial) authority to your
agent on any Internet-based activities. The complete authority is denoted as speak for and the partial authority is
denoted as speak for with role constraint as. So the role constraint allows a principal to delegate his power in a limited
partial form.
For example, if the delegation process was initiated at
your agent home system, you might subjectively delegate
your complete authority to your agent and vice versa. In
[4], there are “competence” and “disposition” belief problems shown in the agent authority delegation:

3.1

The certificate chain discovery

Agent-oriented PKI must have a mechanism to provide
the certificate chain discovery mechanism for any human to
discover the peer side human and agent public keys so that
we can easily verify the human/agent identity certificate and
to do the delegation via human/agent authorization certificate(see Figure 2).
The trust of identity certificate is to trust the legal status
of human/agent symbolic name with its public key while
the trust of authorization certificate is to believe that the

The trustor agent x tries to achieve a goal g via the delegation to trustee agent y
In our certificate-based delegation, the “competence” belief
issue did not exist due to the authority certificate itself is
3

service request agent does have the authority with respect
to the presented authorization certificates.

4.

This delegation message might be shown as human authorization certificate in the following:

DIFFERENT TYPE OF AGENT DELEGATION

ABob − Cert = (123456, 783452, Au, 1, v)

The delegation concepts were originally proposed by Lampson et al. in their pioneering papers [1][21]. The idea of
their delegation study is to solve the delegation problem in
the distributed systems due to the lack of scalability feature
in naming and security issues from the centralized systems
viewpoints. Later on, some of studies further extends their
results for different type of delegation mechanisms with deep
delegation logic inference [22][23].

4.1

where:
123456 is the Bob’s public key.
783452 is the agent G’s public key.
Au is the indication for authority expression.
1 indicates the re-delegation bit is positive.
v is validation period for this certificate, i.e. 2001/04/052001/04/07.
General manager Bob’s public key 123456 was extracted
from his human identity certificate IBob − Cert, which are
stored in the global X.509 CA. In reality, Bob has his own
private key and public key in his local storage. Private key
is for authorization certificate endorsement and public key is
for the identification purpose. Agent G’s public key 783452
was extracted from the agent identity certificate that was
stored in local X.509 CA. Au is an authorization tag that
indicates the check, transfer, withdraw, and deposit operations. Conceptually, the agent authorization expression are
more high level than file system operations, such as read,
write, execute.
Three department mangers create three agents M1 , M2 ,
M3 in their respective agent system and the agent G uses
threshold delegation to delegate the operations of check,
withdraw to two of agents in (M1 , M2 , M3 ) on Internet bank
M organ.

Chain-Ruled Delegation

In the generic chain-ruled delegation, the authority delegation source is usually responsible for the final authority
verification [3]. The delegation mechanism allows the authority be delegated in a cascade style. Therefore, the final
service(authority) request agent does not necessarily to be
the direct authority delegatee from the service(authority)
source.
This delegation type was also able to apply in the safe
deals between strangers scenario and when the authority
verification agent is different from the authority(or role) assignment agent [13][17]. For example, one university provides digital library online magazine query services only for
its staffs and students. The school library computer agent
will be responsible for the verification of each access but the
role assignment for staffs and students might be done from
school another department agents.

4.2

Threshold Delegation

The threshold delegation diversifies agent delegation pattern. If the agent system allows the threshold delegation,
then multiple agent delegation subjects are permitted from
one agent delegation issuer. Thus, the issuer agent’s authority can be split in this single delegation. Incidentally, the
delegate agent subjects must coordinate with each other to
perform the delegation.
For example, An organization general manager Bob has
the full authority to do his organization bank account ABC
transaction on Internet bank Morgan. This general manager
Bob would like to delegate the check, and withdraw partial
authority for bank account operations to 2 of department
managers if they both agree to exercise this authority.
The Bob identity certificate IBob − Cert and his agent G
identity certificate IG − Cert are shown as the following:

The expression might be shown as:
Agent G says threshold (2, [M1 , M2 , M3 ]) speak for agent
G for the operations (check, withdraw) on Internet bank
Morgan with account ABC from 2001/04/05 to 2001/04/07.
The says and speak for is equivalent to the delegate...to
shown as above. The threshold delegation can not be shown
explicitly in the SPKI/SDSI 5-tuple certificate but we can
show this threshold constraint within authorization field.
The SPKI/SDSI-based agent authorization certificate might
look like the following:
AM1 = (783452, 254416, Au, 1, v)

IBob − Cert = (IDBob , 123456, Options)
where:
783452 is agent G’s public key.
254416 is agent M1 ’s public key
Au authority was reduced to check, withdraw with threshold
conditions.
The threshold condition specified in Au field will enforce
agent M1 to initiate coordination process with one of the
agent in (M2 , M3 ). Similar agent authorization certificates
AM2 AM3 were also sent to agent M2 and agent M3 with
minor modifications for authority subject’s public key and
threshold conditions.

IG − Cert = (IDBob #IDG , 783452, Options)
Then general manager Bob delegates the full authority to
his personal agent G 1 :
General Manager Bob delegates the operations of (check,
transfer, withdraw, deposit) to his agent G on Internet Bank
Morgan with account ABC from 2001/04/05 to 2001/04/07.
1
The general manager might delegate only check and withdraw partial authority to its own agent G based on its own
subjective degree of trust evaluation to his agent G.

4

4.3

Conditional Delegation

The conditional delegation is specified in the authorization tag Au in the authorization certificate. We might regard the threshold criterion to be one of the conditions. The
re-delegation and time validity conditions were specified in
separate fields so we did not show these two conditions in
Au.
In [21], the re-delegation bit is always set to 1 for permission of re-delegation. In their viewpoint, if re-delegation
is set to 0, then any vicious subject agent might copy his
private key for another delegatee agent to achieve authority
re-delegation purpose. Unless the authority verifier agent
do have a policy in its rule base to restrict the depth of
re-delegation, we do not have a robust way to set the redelegation bit to be 0.
The general phrase to express the conditional delegation
can be shown as the following:
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Figure 3: Agent trust and delegation network
Human(or Agent) delegates the operations of (set of operations) to agent G(or threshold(m, [A1 ,..,An ]) on an application domain under the conditions that satisfy some regular
conditional constraints within validation period.

5.

THE AGENT TRUST AND DELEGATION
LOGIC

The trust and authorization problem consists of deciding
whether the incoming collected certificates(or credentials)
prove that a services(or resources) request complies with a
human specified policies. The implementable and tractable
delegation logic concepts were proposed by Li et al. in their
distributed trust management research [22][23]. In their revised D1LP(Delegation Logic Programs version 1), there is
a restriction imposed in this model in order to ensure the
inference computation tractable. The constraint is that a
delegatee(subject) appearing in a trust policy rule body, or
in a query, must be a principal or a conjunction of principals so delegatee is not permitted to contain a disjunction
or threshold structure.
Consider the chain-ruled, threshold, and conditional delegation mechanisms can be dynamically and flexibly applied
for distributed agent trust management in the mulit-agent
systems. Then, a delegation logic framework has to be set
up in order to accurately inference each agent request authority based on the collected certificates.
In [2], agent delegation mechanisms can be shown as delegation network. We show one of simple delegation network in Figure 3. In this delegation network, the “nodes
→ nodes” and “arcs” are corresponding to issuer/subject
agent’s public keys and associated delegation certificates.
Any subject agents are allowed to use their collected certificates Aa − Certs to request services(or resources) from
service provider agent.

The delegates is the authority permission from issuer agent
via signing the 5-tuple authorization certificate Aa − Cert.
If authority delegation are under threshold condition, then
this condition will be shown explicitly to enforce these delegatee subject agents to autonomously coordinate with each
other. Of course, all of the agents ∈ [A1 ,..,An ] will receive
the same Aa − Cert from the issuer agent. The operation set
is an indication for full or partial authority from issuer agent.
An application domain is the domain of delegation that can
be shown as shared ontology. Finally, the validation period
is a standalone condition that is out of general conditions to
indicate the Aa − Cert time validity.
We reiterate the Internet bank example with amount and
time conditions shown as the following:
General Manager Bob delegates the operations of (check,
transfer, withdraw, deposit) to his agent G on Internet Bank
M organ with account ABC under the conditions that the
amount of withdraw no more than 10000 dollars in one day
starting from 2001/04/06 within 2001/04/05 - 2001/04/07
validation period.
The conditions on this example show that the authority
might be valid in the future if the authorization certificate
was issues on 2001/04/05 and the constraints will be applied
to some(or one) of the operations in a certain amount. This
authorization conditions are satisfied by the subject agent
alone. In case the threshold delegation, the conditions will
be applied to all of the subject agents to exercise the authority.
The delegation mechanisms for SPKI/SDSI authorization
certificate is more flexible than simple role-based access control delegation shown in [17]. The authority for role-based
access control is only specified in resource allocation agent
site but the authority for SPKI/SDSI delegation can be
dynamically configured in the authorization certificate and
coped with different delegation mechanisms.

5.1

Authority Verification Process

The verification process ensure that each issuer agent in
the delegation network should have the right authority declaration for re-delegation and all of the Aa − Certs are
within the validation period without any revocation status. The certificate revocation issues are very difficult to
handle due to the information negation features. Usually a
non-monotonic delegation logic was proposed to handle the
certificate revocation problem [23]. In this study, we did not
explicitly solve the certificate revocation problem.

5

5.1.1

• Agent M2 threshold-delegates the operations (check,
withdraw) to agent M1 on Account(ABC) from 2001/04/05
to 2001/04/07.

Verification by Original Authority Issuer

In pure SPKI/SDSI certificate verification, the original
authority issuer agent is also the final authority verifier.
This issuer agent is usual a service provider that offers the
services based on incoming collected authorization certificates. The authority delegation policies are always specified
in the original authority issuer agent’s rules base to verify
the authority validity.
In [23], the authority delegation rule can be shown as
follows:
H

if

Query
Do you allow agent M1 withdraw(NT$10000) on Account(ABC)
on 2001/04/06?
The delegation rules in the rule base are configured by the
policy maker in the Internet bank Morgan. The facts are
dynamically stored from global and local CAs, authority
subject agents, etc. If the authority subject agent did not
store the delegation certificate for each re-delegation, then
all of the re-delegation certificates have to present to the verifier agent when query is initiated for inference information
completeness.
The logic inference in backward-chaining might be executed to answer the above agent M1 query based on the
generic rules and dynamically cumulative facts. These facts
are the identity and authorization certificates stored in the
verifier agent rule base by associated issuer(or subject) agents.

F

where H is a head statement and F is a body formula. A
clause with empty body is called a fact. A query takes the
form: “F?” where F is a body formula. The issuer of the
head statement is also said to be the issuer of the rule. Rule
set in the rules base is a finite set of clauses.
Assume that the global X.509 CA is E-Trust and the local
X.509 CA for each human h’s agent system is h-Trust. So
the rule set in Internet bank M organ rules base are shown
as the followings:

5.1.2 Verification by TTP

Rules

• Morgan delegates the operations of (check,transfer,
withdraw, deposit) to Owner(?IDh ) on Account(?Acc)
if IsAccountOwner(?IDh , ?Acc)

The verification process does not necessarily to be done
by the service provider agent. It might be referred to the
Trusted Third Part(TTP) for yes/no answer. In this way,
all of the rules, facts, and queries are processed in the TTP.
The TTP will be responsible for all of the services access
control and this verification pattern will reduce the services
provider workload. But the TTP must accept the liability
challenge due to the inference errors. Of course, the successful evaluation of TTP trustworthiness is also a sufficient
condition for the adoption of the TTP verification.

• Morgan says PublicKey(?P Ua ) speaks for Name(?IDh )
if IsPublicKey(?P Ua , ?IDh )

6. AGENT DELEGATION IN FIPA ACL

• Morgan says threshold(2,?S, E-Trust says
belongTo(?S, BobOrg)) speak for Owner(?IDh ) on
Account(?Acc) if Owner(?IDh ) delegates the operations (check,transfer,withdraw,deposit) to threshold(2,?S,
E-Trust says belongTo(?S, BobOrg))

From the obsolete FIPA agent security management specification [8], we can see that the basic X.509-based identity certificate PKI for agent have not been specified yet, so
don’t even mention about the agent-oriented PKI for both
agent identification and authorization. Thus, there are still
lots of works needed to be done before deploying the FIPAcompliant agent system in the real-world applications.

• Morgan delegates the operation certify of
Ih − Cert(?IDh , ?P Uh , Options) to E-Trust.
• Morgan delegates the operation certify of
Ia -Cert(?IDh #IDa , ?P Ua , Options) to h-Trust.

• Morgan says the operations (transfer,withdraw) on
Account(?Acc) must less than Balance(?Acc)

6.1

Our Approach

We are implementing the agent-oriented PKI in the FIPAOS(Open Source) toolkits 2 . Several new speech-act based
communicative acts were proposed to manage both the human/agent identity certificate and human/agent authorization certificate.

FACTS
• E-Trust says IBob − Cert = (IDBob , 123456, Options).
• Bob-Trust says IG − Cert = (IDBob #IDG , 783452,
Options).

6.1.1

• Bob delegates the (check, transfer, withdraw, deposit)
operations to agent G on Account(ABC) from 2001/04/05
to 2001/04/07.
• Agent G delegates the operations (check,withdraw) to
agent threshold(2,(M1 ,M2 ,M3 )) on Account(ABC) from
2001/04/05 to 2001/04/07.
• Agent M1 threshold-initiate the operations (check,
withdraw) to agent M2 on Account(ABC) from 2001/04/05
to 2001/04/07.
6

Speech-Acts for Identity Certificate

The speech-act performatives for human/agent identity
certificate management are certificate registration, query,
and revocation:
• register−Ih −Cert/register−Ia −Cert: human/agent
identity certificate Ih − Cert/Ia − Cert is generated at
human/agent local computer and registered at global
/ local X.509 CA. The register − Ih − Cert/register −
Ia − Cert performative is initiated when human/agent
2

see http://fipa-os.sourceforge.net

is registering the Ih − Cert/Ia − Cert to the agent
located at global/local X.509 CA.

XML DTD file in fipa.acl.rep.xml.std [9]. The ACL encoded
in XML only provides the syntax interoperability. So the semantic interoperability feature of ACL in the agent state and
in the agent content language must be done in XML/RDF.

• query −Ih −Cert/query −Ia −Cert: use human/agent
unique symbolic ID to query the human/agent unique
public key P Uh /P Ua in global/local X.509 CA for
further human/agent authorization certificate Ah −
Cert/Aa − Cert generation.

6.1.4 Content Encoded in XML/RDF
In FIPA 2000 experiment standard, the agent content language can be encoded in XML/RDF [10]. So the facts and
rules stored in our verifier agent’s rule base can be expressed
in fipa-rdf0 and fipa-rdf1. XML/RDF provides semantic interoperability that gives the agents interpret an RDF data
model in the same way.
For example, the fact E-Trust says IBob − Cert =
(IDBob , 123456, Options) might be shown as:

• store−Ih −Cert/store−Ia −Cert: global/local X.509
CA uses this performative to store the valid identity
certificate in the verifier agent’ rule base.
• revoke−Ih −Cert/revoke−Ia −Cert: use these performatives to revoke the human/agent identity certificate
before the end of validation period.

6.1.2

(store-I(Bob)-Cert
:sender E-Trust
:receiver Morgan
:content(
<?xml version="1.0">
<rdf:RDF xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/....."
xmlns:s="http://desp/schema/">

Speech-Acts for Authorization Certificate

The speech-act performatives for human/agent authorization certificate management are simple certificate delegation, threshold certificate delegation, certificate storing in
the verifier rule base, etc.
• delegate − Ah − Cert/delegate − Aa − Cert: once the
delegate − ∗ performative was initiated, the authority
issuer agent must sign the certificate first, then use
associated delegate − ∗ performative to notify the authority subject agent for possible further re-delegation.

<rdf:Description ID="Bob Public Key">
<s:pub-key>123456</s:pub-key>
<!-- other optional profiles for Bob -->
</rdf:Description>
</rdf:RDF>)
:language fipa-rdf0
:signature efa23bcd)

• threshold − initiate: as the authority subject agent
receives an authorization certificate Aa − Cert with
threshold as conditions, then this agent uses threshold−
initiate performative to initiate the authority coordination process with the other subject agents in the
threshold subject agent pool.

Signature ef a23bcd parameter shows the above entire message was signed by E-Trust private key to enfore the says
performative. Recently, a logical interpretation of XML/RDF
with inference engine mechanisms were studied extensively.
3
The complete representation and execution of verifier
agent’s rule base in fipa-rdf0 and fipa-rdf1 for our agent certificate management still need further study.

• threshold−delegate: once the agent receives threshold−
initiate performative , it might use threshold−delegate
to give its consent to the threshold initiation agent.
• store − Ah − Cert/store − Aa − Cert: any authority
subject agent might use this performative to store the
valid authorization certificate in the verifier agent rule
base for future quick verification inference.

6.1.5

The reasons that we did not use existing FIPA 20 standard communicative acts(or performatives) for our agent to
initiate the certificate management are the simplicity of the
communication. Otherwise, we have to recursively embed
all of the operators in the agent content field. Besides, the
semantics of ACL in this recursive operators are very hard
to define. The responsive performative to all of the above
initiative operations will be inf orm(done) in the FIPA ACL
standards.
Above suggested performatives for identity/authorization
certificate management are pretty subjective. We are still
working on the syntax and semantic of these ACL. As we
reflect on the difficulty in verifying the semantic issues in
ACL [30], the standardization of agent management security
still needs further study.

6.1.3

Further Studies

The agent trust and delegation problem is one of the very
promising research areas for multi-agent system infrastructure. If we can not handle the above issues in technology
and legal complete manner, then the dream of agent system to serve the entire human society can not be in reality.
In our on-going research project, we are still exploring a
generic global agent-oriented identity PKI with associated
authority certificate, which can support the agent trust and
delegation process as well as relevant security, safety, and
privacy issues. In the near future, we are expecting the general trust issues for human and agent will be clarified during
certificates delegation and verification process to meet those
requirements.

7.

CONCLUSIONS

We do believe that the agent trust and delegation problem is one of the most important research areas in agentmediated cyberspace. At this moment, we did not handle
all of the human vs. agent trust issues before the agent’s
authority delegation. Instead, an agent-oriented PKI was
proposed to provide identification and authorization trust

ACL Encoded in XML

The emerging technology to encode the ACL is via XML
[14]. The proposed new performatives for agent certificate
management in this study are quite easy to embed to the

3
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management. In this agent-oriented PKI framework, we
have identity and authorization certificates operations under
different delegation mechanisms, such as chain-ruled, threshold, and conditional, etc. Furthermore, the agent trust and
delegation logic was demonstrated in one specific Internet
bank example. Finally, we propose some communicative
acts for the identity and authorization certificate management and the related XML and XML/RDF encoding concepts were also briefly demonstrated.
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